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We invite you to the Year exhibition '18-19 in the Kharkiv School of Architecture.

These two days in Kharkiv will be filled with the best student projects and discussions about architecture and architectural education in Ukraine and the world.

An exhibition of the BA and 0 year students, presentations of the KhSA educational programs, lectures by the international experts in the field of architectural education (AA, UK, Ohio State University, US Norwich University of the Arts, UK) and architects from all over Ukraine and the whole world, discussions and the special event — Mies van der Rohe Award Exhibition!

The curators of the exhibition: Ashley Bigham and Erik Herrmann, american architects, Outpost Office
17:00  The architectural education in the 21st century: First historic year of KhSA Round table with
Oleh Drozdov Founder
Oleksandra Naryzhna First vice-rector
Yevheniia Dulko Educational programs coordinator
Kuba Sнопек the BA Director
Lawrence Barth Humanities block curator
Alexandra Nikitenko Skills block curator

18:00  OPEN/WORK Year exhibition’18-19 presentation
Ashley Bigham,
Erik Herrmann,
Borys Filonenko
Student excursion around the exhibition

19:00  Architecture is a verb
Simone De Iacobis
Małgorzata Kuciewicz
Architecture studio CENTRALA, PL
Mies Van der Rohe Award 2019

15.06 18:00

exhibition opening
**15th June Saturday**

**Time** | **Activity** | **Place**
--- | --- | ---
11:00 | **Tour around Kharkiv for guests** |  
13:30 | **Architectural education in the 21st century** | big hall  
Raymond Quek  
Professor of Architecture & Course Director Architecture  
Norwich University of the Arts, UK  
14:15 | **Learning through direct experience** | big hall  
Monia De Marchi  
Director of the 1st year  
The Architectural Association School of Architecture, UK  
15:00 | **Presentation of the KhSA educational programs** | big hall  
15:45 | **Panel discussion What Is to Be Done? Challenges of architectural education** | big hall  
Raymond Quek  
Norwich University of the Arts, UK  
Monia De Marchi  
The Architectural Association School of Architecture, UK  
Oleh Drozdov  
KhShA, UA  
Kuba Snopek  
KhShA, UA  
Ashley Bigham  
Ohio State University, USA  
Yegor Vlasenko  
CANactions school, UA  
18:00 | **Mies Van der Rohe Award 2019 exhibition opening** | #9  
Ivan Blasi  
Coordinator of the E.U Prize – Mies Award, ES
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